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This is the second part of “Simplified Systems of Sewing Styling”, a series that aims to outline the fundamental rules for making clothes in
the simplest way possible. This volume deals primarily with altering patterns and offers the reader all the secrets of adjusting the pattern to fit
their own figure. With simple, step-by-step instructions and helpful illustrations, this volume is perfect for anyone with an interest in making
their own clothes, especially those of a more traditional style. Contents include: “Introduction to Sewing and Needlework”, “Pattern
Alteration”, “Personal Measurement Chart”, “Pattern Units”, “Pattern Marking”, “Order of Alteration”, “How to Alter”, “Pattern”, etc. Many
vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive. It is with this in mind that we are republishing this volume now in an
affordable, modern, high-quality edition complete with a specially-commissioned new introduction on sewing and needlework.

Test with success using the Spectrum Math workbook! This book helps students in grade 5 apply essential math skills to
everyday life. The lessons focus on multiplication and division, fractions, measurements, introductory geometry, and
probability, and the activities help extend problem-solving and analytical abilities. The book features easy-to-understand
directions and includes a complete answer key. Today, more than ever, students need to be equipped with the skills
required for school achievement and success on proficiency tests. This 184-page book aligns with state and national
standards, is perfect for use at home or in school, and is favored by parents, homeschoolers, and teachers.
Learn proven, real-world techniques for specifying software requirements with this practical reference. It details 30 requirement “patterns”
offering realistic examples for situation-specific guidance for building effective software requirements. Each pattern explains what a
requirement needs to convey, offers potential questions to ask, points out potential pitfalls, suggests extra requirements, and other advice.
This book also provides guidance on how to write other kinds of information that belong in a requirements specification, such as assumptions,
a glossary, and document history and references, and how to structure a requirements specification. A disturbing proportion of computer
systems are judged to be inadequate; many are not even delivered; more are late or over budget. Studies consistently show one of the single
biggest causes is poorly defined requirements: not properly defining what a system is for and what it’s supposed to do. Even a modest
contribution to improving requirements offers the prospect of saving businesses part of a large sum of wasted investment. This guide
emphasizes this important requirement need—determining what a software system needs to do before spending time on development.
Expertly written, this book details solutions that have worked in the past, with guidance for modifying patterns to fit individual needs—giving
developers the valuable advice they need for building effective software requirements

Early learners are attracted to colors! This kit provides a fun way to explore the world of color. These kits are designed
specifically for early childhood students' unique needs, abilities, and interests. Each kit provides a complete curriculum
around a theme, crossing all early childhood content areas, including math, phonemic awareness, music, and more.
Original nonfiction and fiction readers, both wordless and with text, are provided in both standard sizes and one copy
each at "lap book size." Corresponding concept vocabulary cards are provided in full color and the accompanying CDs
provide music and interactive whiteboard activities. This kit includes: Books - 3 titles, 6 copies each, 16 pages per book
(7" x 9") in print and digital forms; Lap Books - 3 titles, 1 copy each (9.5" x 12"); Teacher's Guide; Vocabulary Concept
Cards; and digital resources including songs, recorded text, videos, interactive whiteboard activities, and reproducibles.
The acclaimed science writer “curates a visually striking, riotously colorful photographic display…of physical patterns in
the natural world” (Publishers Weekly, starred review). Though at first glance the natural world may appear
overwhelming in its diversity and complexity, there are regularities running through it, from the hexagons of a honeycomb
to the spirals of a seashell and the branching veins of a leaf. Revealing the order at the foundation of the seemingly
chaotic natural world, Patterns in Nature explores not only the math and science but also the beauty and artistry behind
nature’s awe-inspiring designs. Unlike the patterns we create, natural patterns are formed spontaneously from the forces
that act in the physical world. Very often the same types of pattern and form—such as spirals, stripes, branches, and
fractals—recur in places that seem to have nothing in common, as when the markings of a zebra mimic the ripples in
windblown sand. But many of these patterns can be described using the same mathematical and physical principles,
giving a surprising unity to the kaleidoscope of the natural world. Richly illustrated with 250 color photographs and
anchored by accessible and insightful chapters by esteemed science writer Philip Ball, Patterns in Nature reveals the
organization at work in vast and ancient forests, powerful rivers, massing clouds, and coastlines carved out by the sea.
By exploring similarities such as the branches of a tree and those of a river network, this spectacular visual tour conveys
the wonder, beauty, and richness of natural pattern formation.
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